ave you ever wished that a designer
could come into your home and help
you pick just the right colors and design
elements?
any homeowners think that they must
have a showcase home or an unlimited
budget to hire a designer. but that is simply not
the case with this program from Golden Yarn
Flooring. Golden Yarn makes choosing the
perfect colors easy..

P RO DU C T /S ERV IC E I NF ORM A TIO N

et top notch expertise from true
professionals who will provide feedback
and direction on color and design ideas.
e provide support, opinions and ideas
during the design process from:


Countertop Materials



Color Selection



Cabinet Wood Species



Cabinet Door Style



Plumbing Fixtures



Door Hardware



Lighting



Flooring



Paint Color Selection



Window Treatments



Appliances



And More

Business Tagline or Motto

1509 SUDDERTH DR.
RUIDOSO, NM 88345
Phone: (575) 257-2057
Fax: (575) 257-5231
E-mail: goldenyarncarpet@yahoo.com
www.goldenyarnflooring.com

DESIGN AND COLOR CONSULTING
Tel: 555 555 5555

FROM GOLDEN YARN FLOORING

eed some professional advice? Golden
Yarn isn’t about a “signature style”, design
and
color
consultancy is
guidance with an
objective point of
view. We use our
i n t u i t i o n ,
experience and
education to guide
you in all aspects
of selection..

or those who don't want the elaborate
work of an interior designer we offer you
an alternative.:
REMODELING & INTERIOR DESIGN
any people know they want to
remodel or refresh their homes, but
aren't sure where to start or how to go about
it. Whether it is a kitchen, bathroom, or other
remodel, our approach is to provide clean,
simple designs that have longevity, flow from
room to room, work with the architectural style
of the home, function well, and make efficient
use of the space.
o you have an architect and contractor
on board for your remodel? That's
great. Would you like some ideas for the design

of your "new" kitchen, family room, bedroom or
bathroom? We provide a powerful, effective
bridge between you and your other suppliers.
From the big picture to the smallest detail, we
ensure that what you see on the blueprint comes
to life in beautiful ways that create comfort,
function, and beauty in your new spaces.
MATERIAL AND FINISHES
ome clients just need assistance with selecting
materials and finishes such as tile, countertops,
cabinetry style, flooring, light fixtures, etc. By helping
our clients with their selections, they are assured
that they will end up with a cohesive and
aesthetically pleasing result.
SUBCONTRACTOR RESOURCES
e have a wealth of resources available for
you to make your design project run
smoothly. We have experienced, trusted
professionals to help you.. If we don't have
someone at the tip of our fingers, we will find
them. We are committed to making your life easier.

ith thousands of
colors to choose
from, finding the perfect
color that works in your
home can be challenging.
All of us are personally
affected by color on some

level, but we
just may not
realize it. Color
can play a role in
helping you feel
happy, soothed,
energetic, or
inspired
to
create. Color
can cause a stir within you, and our objective is
to bring that feeling out in every client. We
want you to love it!
olor creates the perfect backdrop for all
of your furnishings on the inside. On the
outside, color can become a crisp
embellishment to your home, accenting the
architectural greatness of any style home. Color
can create stunning effects that stimulate your
visual and emotional senses.
s your colorist, we can help you make the
most of your interior space or building
exterior with the best color choices. Whether
you prefer soft and tranquil, or rich and
saturated, we can find the perfect color for
you.
ou’ll will enjoy the color selection process
and love the results!

